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IRREGULAR PLURALS FROM LATIN AND GREEK. 
Those who claim that Latin is a dead language need only look to the Latin that survives in many phrases we take for granted used in English and other languages especially in medical terminology. Being one of the most influential languages Latin has given the base for proper English lexicology and grammar.    For example, English plural form, supposed to be the easiest grammar form, actually has some surprising twists that give English students trouble. English words of Latin or Greek origin have rather unpredictable plurals, and each one usually depends on how well established that particular word is. But they seem to be strange for those who don’t know Latin. Taking into consideration that English medical terminology is closely connected with the Latin one, the Latin or Greek form of the plural is easily recognizable. English borrows so much of its vocabulary and grammar from Latin language that some words remained unchanged through the centuries. The general trend with loanwords is toward what is called Anglicization or naturalization, that is, the re-formation of the word and its inflections as normal English words. Many nouns (particularly ones from Latin) have retained their original plurals for some time they are introduced. Other nouns have become Anglicized, taking on the normal “s” ending. In some cases, both forms are still competing.
So, let’s analyze some plurals of Greek and Latin origin that became exceptions nowadays but are still widely used in medical texts. There are five declensions in Latin. The first declension deals with the nouns ending in  –a, in singular and in–ae in plural. In English we have the vivid examples of such plurals:
vertebra (sing.)	-	vertebrae (plur.)	papilla (sing.)	-	papillae (plur.)
pleura (sing.)	-	pleurae (plur.)	tibia (sing.)	-	tibiae (plur.)
trachea (sing.) 	-	tracheae (plur.)	fibula (sing.) 	- 	fibulae (plur.)
alumna (sing.) 	-	alumnae (plur.)	larva (sing.) 	-  	larvae (plur.)
Some Latin words accepted the English grammatical rules and nowadays have two variants of plurals. This fact may depend and on whether the Latin or Greek form of the plural is pleasant to the native speaker or on the sphere of its usage. For example, a radio engineer works with antennas and an entomologist deals with antennae. Choice of form can also depend on the level of discourse: correctly formed Latin plurals are found more often in academic and scientific contexts, whereas in daily speech the anglicized forms are more common. Let’s compare: formula – formulae (in Mathematics) and formula – formulas (in its general meaning).
To the second declension we can refer the nouns with endings –us and –um. Nouns of masculine gender with ending –us in singular have the ending –i in plural and nouns of the neuter gender with –um in singular have the ending –a in plural. The same endings we can find in English plurals. For example, with ending -us:
stimulus (sing.)	-	stimuli (plur.)	bronchus (sing.)	-	bronchi	(plur.)
focus (sing.) 	- 	foci (plur.)	stimulus (sing.)	-	stimuli	(plur.)
cactus (sing.) 	- 	cacti (plur.)	fungus (sing.) 	-	fungi	(plur.)
nucleus (sing.)	- 	nuclei (plur.)	sulcus (sing.)	-	sulci	(plur.)
alveolus (sing.) 	- 	alveoli (plur.)	bacillus (sing.) 	-	bacilli	(plur.)		The plurals of these words can be used with endings associated with English language. For example:  cactus – cactuses focus – focuses, nucleus – nucleuses.
 	Alumni and alumnae remain problematic. Literally “foster daughter” and “foster son,” these words refer in American usage to graduates of an educational institution. Most universities tend to use the masculine forms only. The plural of masculine singular alumnus is alumni; the plural of feminine singular alumna is alumnae. In traditional Latin, the masculine plural form, alumni, could include both genders. This does not go over well with some female alums. We note, furthermore, that Vassar College, which now has both, has lists of alumni and alumnae. Hartford College for Women, we assume, has only alumnae. In its publication style manual, Wesleyan University approves of alumni/ae. The genderless graduate and the truncated and informal alum have much to commend them.
 	Final -um becomes –a in such words as: cilium (sing.) – cilia(plur.); stratum(sing.) – strata(plur.); datum (sing.) – data (plur.); curriculum (sing.) – curricula (plur.)  (we shouldn’t confuse this word with the adjective curricular (as in extra-curricular)).
 	The word “data” now is usually treated as singular mass noun in both informal and educated usage, but usage in scientific publications shows a strong UK/US divide. US usage prefers treating data in the singular in all contexts, including serious and academic publishing. UK usage now widely accepts treating data as singular in standard English, including educated everyday usage at least in non-scientific use.  UK scientific publishing usually still prefers treating it as a plural. Some UK university style guides recommend using data for both singular and plural use and some recommend treating it only as singular in connection with computers.
 	In engineering, drafting, surveying, geodesy, and in weight balance calculations for aircraft, a datum (plural datums or data ) is a reference point, surface, or axis on an object or the earth’s surface against which measurements are made.
 	Some words of  Latin origin ending in –um can have both English and Latin endings. For example: symposium - symposiums – symposia; memorandum - memorandums – memoranda; medium - mediums – media.
 	The parts of the last pair have taken on different meanings. The plural, media, has come to mean methods of communication such as newspapers, television, radio, and film. Medium can mean the material used by an artist to produce an artistic creation. It can also mean any method for accomplishing something or a person through whom spirits speak. Ex.: 1) As a reporter, he’s a member of the media. 2) Which of these mediums do you prefer, water color or oil? 3) By means of what medium do you expect to accomplish this? 
 	To the second declension we can also refer the words of Greek origin belonging to the neuter gender with ending –on. These nouns change –on into –a in plural. For example: criterion – criteria; phenomenon – phenomena.
 	Here is a pair criterion-criteria that persists in both the Latin singular and plural. Ex. 1) One judges the worth of a book according to a set of criteria. 2) One criterion might be style. 3) Another criterion might be accuracy.
 	Both the singular and plural forms of the pair phenomenon-phenomena are alive and well. Ex. 1) A tornado is a phenomenon of Nature. 2) Other phenomena are earthquakes, thunderstorms, and floods.
 	The majority of nouns with endings –ex, ix, -is belong to the third declension. As a rule the greater part of them has the ending –es in plural form. The difficulty here is that very often the stem of the words in Plural changes and the explanation of this phenomenon can be found again in the Latin language.  For_example: index – indices or indexes (the Latin stem is indic-); but codex – codices; appendix – appendices or appendixes (the Latin stem is appendic-).
 	The choice of this form can often depend on context: for a librarian, the plural of appendix is appendices (following the original language); for physicians, however, the plural of appendix is appendixes.
 	Final -ma in nouns of Greek origin can add -ta, although -s is usually also acceptable, and in many cases more common.______________________
stigma – stigmata/stigmas 		stoma_–_stomata/stomas
schema – schemata/schemas 		dogma_–_dogmata/dogmas
 	Some troubles we have with the pair stigmas-stigmata. Here’s a word whose original plural has taken on a different meaning with the result that stigmata and stigmas mean different things. 
A stigma is some kind of negative mark. It is usually used figuratively. Ex.:_1) In the 1950s a woman was ruined by the stigma of an illegitimate child. 2)_The politician was never able to overcome the stigma of having embezzled state funds. The plural of stigma is stigmas.
The original plural stigmata refers to the crucifixion wounds of Christ and to the marks of these wounds as they have appeared on the bodies of certain Christian mystics. Ex. Mystics known to have experienced stigmata include Francis of Assisi and Catherine of Siena.
The original plural of dogma was dogmata, but dogmas has prevailed. The older plural, however, gives us the adjective dogmatic.
Forming proper plurals of medical words is one of the most challenging aspects of medical transcription. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that even dictating physicians frequently have difficulty with plurals. They cannot always be counted on to dictate the correct plural form. This pushes the burden of identifying and transcribing the proper plural straight back on the transcriptionist. The good news is that plurals generally follow some basic rules. Once you have mastered these rules, you will be able to form quickly proper plurals for most medical terms that you encounter. The bad news is that for every rule there is an exception. This means that you will also need to memorize (or look up) these exceptions. With practice you will become very familiar with all common plurals.
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